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LARC NEWS & VIEWS
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Lenoir Amateur Radio Club Newsletter

Events
LARC General Exam Prep
Thursdays, 7:30 pm
Webex Online Meeting
Field Day Logs Due
Be sure to submit your log
by Jul. 28th
QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo
Aug 8 - 9 (register by Jul. 24th)
www.qsotodayhamexpo.com
Next LARC Meeting
Thu. Aug 13, 7:00 pm
Webex Online Meeting
License Exam Cancelled
Sat. Aug 15, 9:30 am
https://ham.study/sessions/online

Testing
Since on-line testing is now available, Lenoir Amateur Radio Club
has cancelled the August 15th Ham License Exam Session at the
Foothills Community Workshop.
Please go to this link: https://ham.study/sessions/online
search for an on-line exam session to register.

and

The ones given by GLAARG (Greater Los Angeles Amateur Radio
Group) are only $10. Note that this site lists both in-person and online exams. For example look at the GLAARG exams on July 18
and July 26. For more information on GLAARG their website is
https://glaarg.org/
Some of the LARC members are accredited Volunteer Examiners
and all the VEs do not receive any compensation. You may select
any on-line testing group you wish. You will need a camera
equipped computer and an internet connection.

Shelby Hamfest Cancelled
Fri. Sep. 4-6
www.shelbyhamfest.com
ARRL / TAPR Digital
Communications Conference
Sep 11-12
https://tapr.org/conferences/

At the end of the exam you will instantly know your score. When
you pass the exam, that information is communicated to the FCC
and the database is updated within a few hours. If you check the
FCC database after a couple of hours, your new status should be
there and you are then able to operate with whatever class you
passed.
Contact Scott (K4SEH) or Gary (K3OS) if you need any help. Mitch
(KN4AYD) recently took his exam on-line and can tell you what it is
like. If you want to be a Volunteer Examiner, our VEs in LARC can
help you as well.
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Dxing Presentation
Joe Spears (AF1E) gave a presentation on “An Introduction To Dxing” during the Lenoir Amateur Radio Club
monthly meeting through WebEx.

Here are some points on getting started:


Get the countries list and look up zones



Have an antenna ready—i.e. a directional antenna
and get a beam chart



Understand propagation



The kind of log you are going to use—software online



Decide how you are going to QSL—post card or eQSL

Joe was first licensed as WN1FCP in
1965 and he became an Extra in
1969. Dxing is working a contact with
a foreign distant station. The presentation was very interesting and informative. He also talked about friendships and memories. We had a good
time and we learned a lot.

Then Joe gave us a few tips on how to listen, how to call,
different modes, and navigating pile ups.
This was a special memorable QSL card.
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QSO Today Virtual Ham Expo

ARRL / TAPR Digital
Communications Conference

Miss attending all the Hamfests and Amateur Radio Conventions? On August 8-9 you
will be able to visit the QSO
Today Virtual Ham Expo and
participate in this ground
breaking, virtual international
amateur radio expo. Packed with world renowned
speakers, exhibitors, and special conference rooms
built on a virtual reality platform. Attend from the
convenience of your desktop, laptop, tablet, or
smartphone.

The Annual ARRL and TAPR Digital Communications Conference (DCC) originally scheduled to be
held in Charlotte, will be a virtual conference on
September 11 and 12, using Zoom video communications and YouTube video-sharing platforms.
Founded originally as the Tucson Amateur Packet
Radio it is now international in scope and focuses
on software defined radios, advanced digital modulation and precise time and frequency measurement. Information about the ARRL TAPR Digitial
Communications Conference can be found at

Register by July 24, 2020 to receive early bird prize
incentives! Free attendee early bird tickets.

https://tapr.org/20o20-arrl-tapr-dcc-update/
Registered DCC attendees participating via Zoom
will be able to interact with presenters and other attendees via a chat room as well as raise a virtual
hand to ask questions.

Attendees have the opportunity to:




Listen to and engage with 70+ internationally
recognized ham radio luminaries that have committed to lead expo sessions.

Non-registered DCC attendees can watch the live
stream for free on YouTube, however, nonregistered DCC attendees will not be able to ask
questions or chat. No registration is required for
YouTube access (the YouTube URL will be announced and posted on this webpage preceding the
DCC).

Walk through our virtual exhibit hall filled with
popular amateur radio suppliers. Watch new
product demos, interact directly with booth staff
using video, audio, or text conferencing.

Engage with fellow hams without leaving your
home ham shack. And save thousands of dollars
since you don’t have to worry about travel, food, DCC registration is free for TAPR members and $30
for non-members. Members receive a 100% disand lodging!
count at checkout.
 Return over the next 30 days to re-visit, explore,
Non-members who would like to join TAPR and reand re-engage exhibitor offerings.
ceive the free DCC pass can simply add TAPR
More information on this Expo can be found on:
membership and DCC registration to their shopping
https://www.qsotodayhamexpo.com/
carts. After checkout, they will receive the free DCC
Hours
pass when their membership is processed.
Aug. 8th, 0100 Zulu (GMT) - Keynote by Dr. Scott
Conference papers will be distributed as pdf’s to
Wright, K0MD
participants.
Aug. 8th and 9th, 1500 Zulu USA Speaker Tracks
Start
For more information on the TAPR organization go
Check individual Exhibitor Booths for their hours to https://tapr.org/
most will open a 1500 Zulu on Saturday and Sunday.
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Antenna Trailer
The Lenoir Amateur Radio Club’s antenna trailer underwent a makeover. It is looking shinny beautiful!
This was all made possible by LARC member Paul
(WA2ZCM), who spent some time installing LED
lights and placing reflective tape on certain parts of
the trailer. Thanks Paul!

Do you see a
Happy Face?

The Trailer is
Smiling!
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EME Moonbounce
EME (Earth–Moon–Earth) communication, also known
as Moonbounce, is a form of radio communications technique that relies on the propagation of radio waves from
an Earth-based transmitter directed via reflection from
the surface of the Moon back to an Earth-based receiver
on frequencies above 144 MHz.
Moonbounce propagation is challenging, but with today’s
technology, it is a mode that is within the reach of amateur radio stations wanting a challenge.
The basis of operation of EME is the use of the Moon as
a passive reflector. With very large distances involved,
the Moon's surface is a poor reflector, therefore the path
losses are great. But nevertheless it is still a form of communication that is theoretically possible. To overcome
the losses, very high radio transmitter powers, directive
antennas and very sensitive receivers are required.
The distance of the Moon from the Earth is between 360
and 405 thousand kilometers and its diameter is 3475
kilometers. It subtends an angle of only 0.52 degree to
observers on the Earth.

Dwingeloo Astronomic Observatory is the home of a
large 25 meter single-dish radio telescope near the village of Dwingeloo in northeastern Netherlands. The telescope was completed in 1956 and at the time, it was the
largest radio telescope in the world. As of 2000, it was no
longer in operation in an official capacity. Then the "C.A.
Muller Radio Astronomy Station" foundation ("CAMRAS"
for short) removed the dish and restored the telescope to
working order in June 2012 and was remounted in November 2012.

Enormous directive antennas are required and these antennas must be completely steerable to be able to track
the steadily changing position of the Moon. Frequencies
used for Moonbounce are generally VHF or UHF. When
the Moon is in the right position relative to the Earth
those with the right equipment are able to make contacts
with stations in many different areas of the globe.
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Thanksgiving & Christmas Parades

Last year, on the 50th anniversary celebration of the
moon landing many stations made Earth-moon-Earth
(EME) SSTV transmissions.

The Lenoir Amateur Radio Club is looking for anyone
and all that want to help plan, design and participate in
the Holiday Parades this year in Caldwell County. The
parades usually happen around Thanksgiving weekend
in Lenoir. Then the first weekend in December, Granite
Falls, Sawmills, and Hudson have their Christmas parades. It’s pretty fun to witness. This will be the club's
first time participating so lets "Bring IT!!" It will be a great
time to introduce the Amateur Radio hobby. This is
LARC’s opportunity to make an impact on the community. We need some drivers, riders, decorators, artists and
others with the crafty young at heart kind of folks. Lets
The PI9CAM team at Dwingeloo Astronomic Observatory make our float the coolest and most “Awesome” one
would like to try to make it an annual EME SSTV party.
around. So if you want to participate, email us at presiA lunar landing EME SSTV party is set for July 26 of this dent@n4lnr.com or give us a shout-out through the radio.
year. EME conditions were not very good last year but
There will be an invite to our “Parade Committee” meetconditions will be better this year. The moon is not very
ing on WebEx. Thank you all for your time.
high in the northern hemisphere but much closer than
Santa
last year, so stronger signals and better images are expected. The PI9CAM team will transmit several lunar
landing and space-related images on 1296.110 MHz using Martin 2 mode.
More information on Moonbounce and Dwingeloo Telescope can be found on the following websites:

https://www.electronics-notes.com/articles/ham_radio/
amateur-propagation/moonbounce-propagation-eme.php
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earth%E2%80%93Moon%
E2%80%93Earth_communication
http://www.arrl.org/news/eme-sstv-party-could-becomean-annual-event

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Dwingeloo_Radio_Observatory
https://www.camras.nl/en/
https://www.camras.nl/en/blog/2020/moon-bounce-livestream-july-19-2020/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPO5SwMDBng
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Frequencies
146.625- 94.8
Club Repeater (N4LNR)

Lenoir Amateur Radio Club, Inc
P O Box 3276

147.330+ 141.3
Hibriten Mountain Repeater
(KG4BCC )
145.535
Simplex

Lenoir, NC 28645
N4LNR.org
Serving Amateur Radio In Caldwell County Since 1986

29.6
Simplex FM
28.374
Simplex USB

Become a member or renew your membership
Pay your dues in person to the Treasurer or by mail
Full Member $15/year

Nets
LARC Weekly Net
Tuesday, 7:00 PM
146.625 Minus PL 94.8
Alt. 147.330 Plus PL 141.3
Caldwell ARES Net
Sunday, 9:00 PM
147.330 Plus PL 141.3
DMR Digital Net
Tuesday, 8:00 PM
Lenoir Local DMR

Family Member $25/year
Ask about our Life Time memberships

Send comments concerning the LARC NEWSLETTER to
newsletter@n4lnr.com
Suggestions and your articles are appreciated. Tell us about
yourself so we can feature you in our newsletter.
To unsubscribe from the Newsletter,
send an email to above address.
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